Brackets for installation onto wheelchair
Bracket identical to twion M25, torque receiver not compatible. Fits to most manual wheelchairs.

E-MOTION M15 1490910 £4195
STANDARD FEATURES
2 e-motion drive wheels, 22” or 24”  
Speed : 6 km/h, Weight : 11kg per wheel,  
Brushed stainless steel push rims, charger,  
built-in lithium-ion batteries in the wheel hubs,  
pneumatic tyres with puncture protection.

Ergonomic Control System (ECS) 1490707 X
Switches e-motion on and off  
Two remote assistance levels  
Rollback delay  
Battery monitor  
Self diagnosis  
Programmable parameters

General Information on the wheelchair
Manufacturer
Model

Seat width in cm
(seat tube measured on outside)

Seat height in cm
(rear, measured to lower edge of seat sling)

Drum Brakes must be removed **

Brackets for installation onto wheelchair
Bracket identical to twion M25, torque receiver not compatible. Fits to most manual wheelchairs.

1467178
Omit Brackets

Fitting
Fitting e-motion on wheelchair at Invacare Factory  
(with when ordered with an Invacare Wheelchair)
Wheelchair order number :

Fitting to 3rd party wheelchair

Fitting by trained customer
Mounting kits can only be sent to trained dealers

Accessories *
1489214 Anti-tippers with jack-up function (Pair)
* NB Always use anti-tippers (Alber or existing)
Accessories (Continued ..)

**Push rims**
1457829 24” push rim cover, Tetra (pair)  £164

**Push Rims (can be retro fitted)**
1456273 24” push rim covers (pair)  £128
1456301 22” push rim covers (pair)  £128

**Tyres (Pairs)**
1466806 24” puncture proof tyres (pair)  £67

**Spoke Cover (Pairs)**
1490973 24” printed spoke cover  £133
1490975 22” printed spoke cover  £128
1521389 24” unprinted spoke cover  £133

**Accessories**
1490821 Bracket for remote control  LH  RH  £133
1467780 Brake extension*  £23
*maybe required depending on wheelchair type
1490492 Spare Batteries, 6 Ah Lithium-ion  £524

**Manual wheel axle retrofit for e-motion wheels * / **
1456265 Retrofit, stub axle to ½ inch diameter  £86

* If the manual wheels are used in combination with e-motion, these must be fitted with ½” stub axles, without drum brakes and 1” wide tyres
** If drum brakes are installed, these must be removed as they are not compatible with e-motion. Standard lever brakes are used instead.

Equipped with vehicle retention system
Rear Wheel extension available
Available wheel position

1 = rear
2 = centre
3 = front

Comments (mounting, etc)